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INTRODUCTION 
In many combinatorial questions one is confronted with the following pro- 
blem: Given the Taylor espansion of an analytic function 
find the function of one variable defined b> 
where p = (pi . . . . . p,J is a fised sequence of nonnegatiw integers. 
\\‘e show (Theorem 5) that if F is a rational function whose denominator is a 
product of terms of the form 1 - asfl “. .vzu then G,, is also a rational function 
whose denominator is product of terms of the form I - at.‘. 
In fact we prove a more general result (Theorem 4) for Laurent espansions 
of rational functions which belong to a subring 2; or .A’;. (see Section I for defini- 
tions) of the field of all rational functions d, in k variables. 
The following simple esample shows that F may be rational and G,, not. Take 
F(s 1 , sy) = 
I 
1 - A.1 - .V” = ,z, (.v1 + .\‘,‘I”. 
then if p = (1, 1) \re have 
G,(t) = r, (%zn”) t" =(I - 4/)-' ". 
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I. SOAIE CL.ISSES OF R.\TIONAL FUNCTIONS 
Let .\’ L ~ . . . . s,: he independent comples variables. \Ve denote by .Yk the poiy- 
nvmial ring C[s, . . . . . sc] and b!- Yk the corresponding ring of Laurent pal\-- 
nomials, i.e., rational functions of the form x:1 “. .$~P(.\, ,.,,. v,.), where 
P E 9, and d, ,.... cl, F Z. Recall that .Yi’, and also YI: are unique factorization 
domains. 
LERI;\Li 1. Let a E Cc and d, ,.... d, E Z, d, = 0. Lrt d :..: I he tke greatajt 
cownon dhisor ?f tf, . . . . . ti,: and put d, = de, (I i s k). Tlrrn 
(i ) 1 - c~.yyl ,yy,C is prime in .!YA it‘ and onl~s $ d = I ; 
(ii ) in tke general case we lime tire prime factorix~tion 
where 6,’ = a and E is a prirrriticle dth root qf I. 
Prooj. It is clear that both (i) and (ii) will he proved once 1st’ show that if 
d = I then I - a.$1 ‘.. .\:I is prime in Yk. U’e can assume c!, 0 and write 
dl = --n. It suffices to show that the polynomial 
k irreducible over the field C(s, ,...~ s,,.). This follows from [I, p. 231]. 
\Ve denote by .:Jk the multiplicati\-e subset of Yic generated by all elements of 
the form 
1 - a.\.;‘l . . . $I. (di e Z). 
By .til. we denote the multiplicative subset of Yk generated by all elements of 
the form 
., d, I - ,.~;I “. .\‘,. (d; E Z). 
where E’S = I for some u E Z. 
Let ,S’, he the field C(s, 1 .. . . .vp) oi rational functions in k variables Y, ,..., .sc . 
Let 
.)A; = ..d,’ y I, ? 12;; = J,‘Y I; 
be the rings of fractions corresponding to the multiplicative subsets .:!Yk and d, , 
respectively. \\‘e recall that R E d, belongs to 9; (resp. .&.) if and only if it 
can be written in the form R = P/Q. where PE PA and 0 E ,.ti,,. (resp.Q ~2,). 
It is clear that we hare the following inclusions Y1. C Y, C 2; C 2; C 2,: 
among these rings. 
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Note that ,zIk and ak are saturated multiplicative subsets of -Ep , i.e., if 
P, Q E Yk and PQ E ,oYk (resp. PQE.~,) then both P and Q are in .zY’~ (resp. in 
/A,:). 
Remark. Let % I; be the multiplicative subset of Yk generated by all elements 
of the form 
1 - .yfl . . . ,y;t (di E Z, not all zero). 
Then .A& is the saturation of Kk and, consequently, we have 2’~ = .2$~‘5?~ = 
K&Y . 
Gik R E dk we can write it in the form R = P/Q, where P, Q ~2’~ and P 
and Q are relatively prime in .Yk . \Ve define the domain of R to be the set 
D(R) = (‘(6, ,..., 6,) EC& 1 Q(c, ~ . . . . &.) f 0;. 
For R E .2!. we say that A is an adnlissible domain for R if A C D(R) and A is of 
the form 
where 
with 
If R ~9:. it is easy to see that every point of D(R) (except the origin) 
belongs to an admissible domain A for R. 
2. SOME CONTOUR INTEGRALS 
LetRE.2’kandletA =A, >: ... x A, be an admissible domain for R, where 
A8 is given by r: <= 1 z / < ry. 
Let r be such that r; < r < r; and define 
for (x2 ,..., .vkj E 3, x ... x A, = 3’. 
Our main objective in this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEoREhr 2. If R E 3’; (resp., R E 9;) then the function R, dejlned abozle is 
the restriction to 3’ of some rational function belonging to &.-1 (resp. A’;-,). 
First we need to prove a lemma. 
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LEhIhI.4 3. Let 2, (0 ‘:. i 1, 11 - i) be roofs of the equation 2” I= 0, z&v,? 
a EC. Let m be a posifiw integer, (m, n) = d, m = dm’, n = dn’. Then in c[tl 
we have 
I-J (I - Zi”‘) 1 (P’ - &)d 
and 
Proof It suffices to prove the first identity. Let h == q, and let E be a primi- 
tive nth root of 1. Choose r E Z such that ml’ E= 1 (mod n). Then cr is also a 
primitive jzth root of 1 and we may assume that 
Thus 
u-1 ,t - 1 
n (f - Ct’“) I= rJ (f - b,“&nr) 
I =,I 
Prooj of Theorem 2. \Ve fis (s 2 , .., s,;) E 3’ and consider R(x, . . . . . s,) just as 
function of s, . Then R,(s ‘3 ,..., SJ can he computed hy the residue theorem. 
Thus R,(s, ,...1 .vk-) is L-qua1 to the sum of the residues of s;‘R lying in the 
disc 1 x1 / i r. It is clear that the residue at 0 of s;‘R is in a;.-, (resp. .A’:-,J when 
considered as function of (x. 2 , .., .vkj E J’. Of course. this residue is zero if 0 is 
not a pole of s;‘R. A typical nonzero pok of .Y,‘R is a root of an equation 
where a EC” and we can take a = I if R E 9’: , Let z0 , “I ,..., z,-~ be all the 
roots of this equation. The sum of residues of -Xi’R at z,, , zI ,..., “nnmI is of the 
form 
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\Ve have f’(q) = - nyl and by Lemma 3 we obtain 
n-1 
where 0, E .:lC:I’,-I (resp. Qz E dk-,). 
Hence, reducing to common denominator, the above sum becomes 
P&o )..., 3,-l , .$ ,..., .Q.j 
Q.&v* ,...) .Yk) ’ 
where P2 E 2’k+n-1 and P2 is symmetric in z,, ,..., :,z-, . LTsing the fundamental 
theorem on symmetric polynomials we see that 
P2(zo ,..., z,,-~ , x2 ,..., .vJ = P3(s2 ,.. , .vk j 
for some P3 E Ykel . 
Hence the sum of residues of s;‘R at z,, , cl ,..., zVbil is in S’k-, (resp. 9~-,) 
when considered as a function of (x2 ,..., x,:) E J’. 
This completes the proof. 
3. ~IAIN RESULT 
LetRES”;.andletd =A, ;‘; ... ’ -I,: be an admissible domain for R, where 
3, = {,-EC 1 r; < 1 z 1 < ry:. 
It is clear that R has a Laurent expansion 
R(s L 1 )..., SJ = x c(i I ,..., i).) s;’ ... .Y> 
li,.....rLlsZk 
valid in J. 
\\-e iis p = (p, ,..., pk) ~2’. The set consisting of all numbers 
1 xp ... .I.;(” j .
is an open interval (r’, I”) of R. 
The series 
(A I ,... , sk) E J 
is absolutely convergent in A and we define 
R,(r) = 1 C(NPl ,..., npk) t” 
NiZ 
for r’ < f t 1 < Y”. 
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THEOREM 4. (‘sing the abozqe h)lpotheses and notation, we have that R, is the 
restriction of a rational function S E 2; . If R E :21 then 5 E 2’; . 
Proof. Choose (I so that r’ < c1 < r”. Then there esist r; (1 :z i :-< k) such 
that ri ~1 r, .-.I r;:’ and 
The domain 3’ = 3: .‘. x AI;, where 1; is given by a < 1 t ) << r” and 
0: (1 <ii: h) is given by rr < ( xr 1 <: rr if p, 1: 0 and by ri e-: 1 xi 1 < ri if 
p, .:, 0, is admissible for the rational function 
and S E &‘;+1 . Fix p, ( I - i :: k) such that pi 1.. 0 and pi ~3; . Then 
.S(t, .v, ,..., se) = ( 
x c(i, ,.,. 1 il) .vl’ ... YA 
HE 
tn~v;‘+ . . . ,yy 
,I 9 
for (t, s, ,.... x1.) E Ll’ and. consequently, 
By applying Theorem I! k times we conclude that R,, coincides on 1; with a 
rational function T E .:3’; Since n was arbitrarily chosen in (r’, r”), the first 
assertion is proved. 
For the second assertion it suffices to note that R E .J’;I implies A’ t .&+, and 
then T E 2’;’ b!- Theorem 2. 
l\\‘e single out one important special case and stare it as a separate theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let R be u rational function qf .x, . . . . . .sp which can be mitten as 
R == P/Q, where P ad Q are po!wornids and Q is a product qfJinite!v rnatl! terms 
of the fom 
dr I - ‘,.,;I “’ .Vic’ (d, ..: 0, not all zero). 
Let 
be the Tm\‘lor espansion of R at the or&. Fis p = (PI . . . . . pi) E z”, where p, ‘I- 0 
(I :< i ,‘G k). Then 
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is the Taylor expansion at the origin of a ratio&function R, which can be written 
as R, = U/V, where U and I * are po!~~nomials and T’ is a product of jinite!v many 
terms of theform 1 - atd (d :, 0). 
If all factors in Q have a = 1 then also we can require (1 = I in each factor 
of 1: 
Let 
where the summation is over all nonnegative integral solutions of the following 
system of Diophantine equations 
Let 
S(t, (..., tn ) s1 ,...) . Vk) =fi[l -(@+j-l 
Then SE 9i+k and for small 8 > 0 the domain defined by 1 - S < 1 t, 1 < 
1 + 8, 0 < 1 .rs ) < 6 is admissible for S. Since 
R(x, ,..., q.) = 
Theorem 2 shows that R E 9?:. 
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